
 

   

ISSIMO AND MUBI PRESENTS A HAND-PICKED COLLECTION OF ICONIC ITALIAN FILMS, NOW 

AVAILABLE TO STREAM ON MUBI  

 

 

ROME, 25 November 2020 - ISSIMO, the digital extension of the Pellicano Hotels and MUBI, the 

global streaming service, have collaborated to curate a selection of films that celebrates some 

of the finest Italian cinema ever made. The new global special titled VISIONI: A LENS ON 

ITALIAN CINEMA features up to 23 films and is available to stream on MUBI now.  

 

From the avant-garde cinema futurista of the 1910s to the enduring classics of post-WW2 

Italian neorealism, and genre films of the ‘60s and ‘70s, like spaghetti westerns and gialli: Italian 

cinema is certainly varied. This hand-picked selection features historic timeless classics like LA 

DOLCE VITA and L’AVVENTURA alongside new and exciting contemporary titles such as DE 

DJESS and THE SOLITUDE OF PRIME NUMBERS, and spotlights work from must-see masters like 

Antonioni, Pasolini and Fellini, alongside the erotica auteur Tinto Brass and rising star Alice 

Rohrwacher. 

‘With MUBI, we share our love for cinema and Italian culture by presenting some of our favorite 

Italian movies.’ Marie-Louise Scio, CEO & Creative Director of the Pellicano Hotels Group, 

launched ISSIMO earlier in May as a ‘love letter to Italy’, offering the world a ‘cabinet’ filled 

with Italian style, design and culture.  

 

https://mubi.com/library/specials/visioni


 

 

Efe Cakarel, Founder and CEO of MUBI commented: ‘We are thrilled to collaborate with Marie-

Louise, and support the bel paese. This year especially, whilst everyone apart. When the lights 

go down and the film rolls, let’s escape to Italy together, with this wonderful collection of 

Italian cinema. (See you there.)’  

The Visioni: A Lens On Italian Cinema is available to all MUBI members now and through a 

special promotion to ISSIMO subscribers who can also watch this special alongside all of the 

films on MUBI. 

Below are Scio’s picks, with film selections varying in each country. The collection will be 

available to watch from November 25th 2020 here. 

 L'avventura, Michelangelo Antonioni, 1960 

 La dolce vita, Federico Fellini, 1960 

 Germany Year Zero, Roberto Rossellini, 1948 

 Juliet of the Spirits, Federico Fellini, 1965 

 I vitelloni, Federico Fellini, 1953 

 Story of a Love Affair, Michelangelo Antonioni, 1950 

 Boccaccio 70, Vittorio De Sica, Luchino Visconti,Mario Monicelli, Federico Fellini, 1962 

 Marriage Italian-Style, Vittorio De Sica, 1964 

 Salon Kitty, Tinto Brass, 1976 

 Love Meetings, Pier Paolo Pasolini, 1964 

 Ecce bombo, Nanni Moretti, 1978 

 Golden Dreams, Nanni Moretti, 1981 

 I Am Self-Sufficient, Nanni Moretti, 1981 

 The Solitude of Prime Numbers, Saverio Costanzo, 2010 

 Casanova ’70, Mario Monicelli, 1965 

 I Am Love, Luca Guadagnino, 2009 

 Le Donne della Vucciria, Hiam Abbass, 2013 

 De Djess, Alice Rohrwacher, 2015 

 The Black Sheep, Ascanio Celestini, 2010 

 Let’s Talk About Women, Ettore Scola, 1964 

 La voce di Pasolini, Mario Sesti, Matteo Cerami, 2005 

 The Jewel, Andrea Molaioli, 2011 

 The Mouth of the Wolf, Pietro Marcello, 2009 

-END- 

https://mubi.com/library/specials/visioni


 

  

About MUBI 

MUBI is a curated streaming service. An ever-changing collection of hand-picked films. From 

new directors to award-winners. From everywhere on earth. Beautiful, interesting, incredible 

movies — a new one, every single day. Always chosen by us. MUBI is available to watch in 190 

countries, and the films we pick are guided by local cultures and cinema. We are the world’s 

biggest community of film lovers, with over 10 million members around the globe. You can 

stream or download all our movies, anytime. On any screen or device, anywhere. And you’ll 

never see a single ad on MUBI. Ever. mubi.com 

Press Contact:  

press@mubi.com  

About ISSIMO 

Issimo is a new e-commerce and lifestyle platform directly inspired by Italy’s rich heritage of 

style, design and culture.  Created by Marie Louise Scio as an extension of the Pellicano Hotels, 

it is a cabinet of Italian excellence that includes exclusive collaborations and continuously 

updated content and products in the following categories: Bellissimo, artisanal homeware and 

Italian craftsmanship, Buonissimo, culinary tales, product and recipes, Chichissimo, fashion and 

apparel, Coltissimo, editorials on Italian culture and cultural collaborations, Fichissimo, the 

digital extension of the Pellicano hotels’ souvenir shop, Beautissimo, skincare and beauty, and 

Italianissimo, the quintessential black book to the twenty Italian regions. 

Visit us on ISSIMOISSIMO.com | Follow us on @issimo 

Press Contact: 

Dona Daher 

Head of Communications – Pellicano Hotels Group 

d.daher@pellicanohotels.com 
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